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Abstract. 

A novel approach for structural system optimal design considering life cycle cost is developed. 

mailto:firstauthor_id@domain_name.org


 

Specifically, a performance-based multi-objective design optimization framework for 

nonlinear/hysteretic multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) structural systems subject to evolutionary 

stochastic excitation is formulated. In the core of the stochastic structural analysis component of 

the proposed framework lies an efficient approximate dimension reduction technique based on the 

concepts of statistical linearization and of stochastic averaging for determining the non-stationary 

system response amplitude probability density functions (PDFs); thus, computationally intensive 

Monte Carlo simulations are circumvented. Note that the approach can readily handle stochastic 

excitations of arbitrary non-separable evolutionary power spectral density (EPSD) forms that 

exhibit strong variability in both the intensity and the frequency content. Further, approximate 

closed-form expressions are derived for the non-stationary inter-story drift ratio amplitude PDFs 

corresponding to each and every DOF. In this regard, considering appropriately defined damage 

measures structural system related fragility curves are determined at a low computational cost as 

well. Finally, the structural system design optimization problem is formulated as a multi-objective 

one to be solved by a genetic algorithm based approach. A building structure comprising the 

versatile Bouc-Wen (hysteretic) model serves as a numerical example for demonstrating the 

efficiency of the proposed methodology.  

Keywords: Nonlinear stochastic dynamics, Evolutionary power spectral density, Hysteresis, 

Statistical linearization, Performance-based earthquake engineering, Stochastic averaging, Multi-

objective optimization 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Most structures and civil infrastructure systems are subject to excitations that exhibit strong 

variability in both the intensity and the frequency content. Clearly, a realistic system analysis and 

design necessitates the representation of this class of loads by non-stationary stochastic processes 



 

[1,2,3]. Further, structural systems under severe excitations, such as earthquakes, can behave in a 

nonlinear manner exhibiting a hysteretic restoring force-displacement characteristic. Thus, a 

sustained challenge in the area of structural dynamics has been the efficient analysis and design of 

nonlinear/hysteretic systems/structures under evolutionary stochastic excitation. 

Performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) aims at providing information for 

facilitating risk-based decision-making via performance assessment and design methods that 

properly account for the presence of uncertainties [4,5]. In general, the PBEE framework includes 

four basic stochastic analysis components (see section 3) which address the issue of stochastic 

structural design in a comprehensive and consistent manner. Considering the last component of a 

PBEE analysis, that of stochastic loss analysis, the seismic life-cycle cost is usually employed as 

a decision variable [6]. Indicatively, in [7], Kong and Frangopol addressed the bridge maintenance 

schedule optimal design problem and estimated the life-cycle cost performance. Further, adopting 

a median global Park-Ang damage index, Ang and Lee [8] considered repair costs for various 

ground motion intensity levels for the case of reinforced concrete buildings. In [9-10], a 

probabilistic multi-objective optimization framework was applied for the life-cycle cost optimal 

seismic design of steel structures. Further, Taflanidis and Beck [11] focused on assessing the 

performance of passive dissipative devices by utilizing an efficient simulation approach within a 

performance-based seismic design framework that optimized the expected life cycle cost of 

structural systems. Next, Takashi et al. [12] relied on a Monte Carlo simulation approach for 

assessing the life-cycle cost of a structural system equipped with damping devices. 

Focusing on the stochastic structural/damage analysis components of a PBEE framework, 

several approaches have been developed for relating the seismic hazard to the system fragility and 

for producing corresponding fragility curves, i.e. probabilities of exceeding specified damage 



 

states given an intensity measure (IM) value. These range from the ones that employ a limited 

number of nonlinear time-history analyses with prescribed IM level compatible scaled real 

earthquake records [13], to the ones that employ standard or efficient Monte Carlo simulation 

(MCS) based methodologies such as importance/line sampling, and subset simulation [14,15,16]. 

Nevertheless, note that there are cases where the computational cost of the MCS based techniques 

can be significantly high; thus, rendering their use computationally cumbersome, or even 

prohibitive. Clearly, there is a need for developing approximate analytical and/or numerical 

techniques for determining efficiently the response and reliability statistics of nonlinear systems 

subject to stochastic excitation [1,2,17-19]. Nevertheless, although there is a considerable body in 

the literature referring to the development of such techniques there are limited results related to 

adopting and implementing such techniques for efficient fragility analysis applications. An 

interesting contribution in this regard is the work by Der Kiureghian and Fujimura [20] where an 

efficient tail-equivalent linearization based approach was applied for fragility analysis of a 

nonlinear building structure. 

In this paper, a performance-based multi-objective design optimization framework for 

nonlinear/hysteretic MDOF structural systems subject to evolutionary stochastic earthquake 

excitations is formulated. In the core of the stochastic structural analysis component lies an 

efficient approximate analytical dimension reduction approach for determining the system 

response evolutionary power spectral density (EPSD) matrix based on the concepts of statistical 

linearization and stochastic averaging [18]; thus, computationally intensive Monte Carlo 

simulations are circumvented. Note that the approach can readily handle stochastic excitations of 

arbitrary EPSD forms, even of the non-separable kind. Further, approximate closed-form 

expressions are derived for the non-stationary response amplitude PDFs of the inter-story drift 



 

ratios (IDRs) corresponding to each and every DOF. In this regard, considering appropriately 

defined damage measures structural system related fragility curves are determined at a low 

computational cost as well. Further, note that the multi-objective optimization [21] allows for 

objectives that exhibit potentially conflicting requirements to be treated simultaneously. In the 

present formulation, solving the multi-objective optimization problem typically suggests the 

determination of a set of Pareto optimal solutions. 

Overall, the novelty of the proposed framework lies in that fact that it appears to be highly 

efficient for performing stochastic design optimization, reducing significantly the computational 

burden for this task. Specifically, the recently developed approximate nonlinear stochastic 

dynamics technique is appropriately tailored and incorporated in a robust performance-based 

framework for addressing the so called life-cycle cost stochastic design optimization problem; 

thus, circumventing computationally intensive Monte Carlo simulations that are ordinarily utilized 

in the literature so far. Further, an additional important feature relates to the utilization of the 

expected value of the life-cycle cost. In this manner, the contributions of all structural components 

are considered in the formulation herein, in contrast to the commonly adopted in the literature 

consideration of the most critical component contribution only. 

2 NONLINEAR SYSTEM STOCHASTIC RESPONSE DETERMINATION 

2.1 Statistical linearization treatment 

In this section the most important elements of an approximate stochastic response determination 

technique developed by Kougioumtzoglou and Spanos [18] are included for completeness. 

Consider an n-degree-of-freedom nonlinear structural system governed by the equation  

轡恵岑 髪 隅恵岌 髪 沓恵 髪 傾岫恵┸ 恵岌 岻 噺 係岫t岻┸                                                      岫な岻 



 

where 恵岑 ┸ 恵岌  and 恵 denote the response acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors, respectively, 

defined in relative coordinates; M, C and K denote the 岫n 抜 n岻 mass, damping and stiffness 

matrices, respectively; 傾岫恵┸ 恵岌 岻 is assumed to be an arbitrary nonlinear 岫n 抜 な岻 vector function of 

the variables 恵 and 恵岌 ; and 係岫t岻鐸 噺 岫f怠岫t岻┸ f態岫t岻┸ ┼ ┸ f樽岫t岻 is a 岫n 抜 な岻 zero mean, non-stationary 

stochastic vector process defined as 係岫t岻 噺 伐轡拍 噌ゎ岑 巽岫t岻┸ where 噌 is the unit column vector, ゎ岑 巽岫t岻 is 

a stochastic non-stationary excitation process (e.g. earthquake excitation) and 轡拍  stands for the 岫n 抜 n岻 mass matrix defined in absolute coordinates. Further, 係岫t岻 possesses an EPSD matrix 繰係岫創┸ 憩岻 of the form 

繰係岫創┸ 憩岻 噺 琴欽欽
欽欣 m怠態S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻               ど                     橋                 ど          ど                     m態態S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻     橋                 ど          教                              狂                      橋                 教                    ど                                ど                   橋 m樽態S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻筋禽禽

禽禁┸              岫に岻 

while the non-stationary stochastic process 係岫t岻 is regarded to be a filtered stationary stochastic 

process [22]. Note that excitations exhibiting variability in both the intensity and the frequency 

content, and thus, possessing a non-separable EPSD can be considered as well.  

In the following, a statistical linearization approach [1,2,3] is employed for determining the 

response EPSD matrix 繰恵岫ù┸ t岻. In this regard, a linearized version of Eq.(1) is given in the form 

轡恵岑 髪 盤隅 髪 隅祁恵匪恵岌 髪 盤沓 髪 沓祁恵匪恵 噺 係岫t岻┻                                         岫ぬ岻 

Relying next on the standard assumption that the response processes are Gaussian, the time-

dependent elements of the equivalent linear matrices 隅祁恵 and 沓祁恵 are given by the expressions 

潔沈┸珍勅槌 噺 継 崕項訣沈項圏岌珍崗 ┸                                                                  岫ね岻 

and 



 

倦沈┸珍勅槌 噺 継 崕項訣沈項圏珍崗┻                                                                   岫の岻 

Next, omitting the convolution of the impulse response function matrix with the 

modulating matrix can lead to substantial reduction of computational effort, especially for the case 

of MDOF systems [23,24]. In this manner, the response EPSD matrix 繰恵岫ù┸ t岻 for the linearized 

system of Eq.(3) is given by 

繰恵岫ù┸ t岻 噺 屈岫ù岻繰係岫ù┸ t岻屈桑茅岫ù岻┻                                                  岫は岻 

where 屈岫ù岻 is the frequency response function (FRF) matrix defined as 

屈岫ù岻 噺 盤伐ù態轡 髪 iù岫隅 髪 隅祁恵岻 髪 岫沓 髪 沓祁恵岻匪貸怠┻                             岫ば岻 

Note that Eq.(6) can be regarded as a quasi-stationary approximate relationship which, in general, 

yields satisfactory accuracy in cases of relatively stiff systems [23,24]. Considering next Eqs.(2) 

and (6) yields the time-dependent variance of the response displacement and velocity for the i-th 

degree of freedom 

ぴ単套態 岫t岻 噺 豹 岫】H辿怠岫ù岻】態m怠態 髪 橋 髪 】H辿樽岫ù岻】態m樽態岻 著
貸著 S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻dù┸                  岫ぱ岻 

and 

ぴ単岌 套態 岫t岻 噺 豹 ù態岫】H辿怠岫ù岻】態m怠態 髪 橋 髪 】H辿樽岫ù岻】態m樽態岻 著
貸著 S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻dù┻               岫ひ岻 

Eqs.(8) and (9) hold true in the approximate quasi-stationary sense delineated earlier. Clearly, 

Eq.(6) can be used in conjunction with Eqs.(4-5) and (7-9) to form a nonlinear system of algebraic 

equations to be solved for determining the MDOF system response covariance matrix at a low 

computational cost [18]; thus, circumventing computationally intensive Monte Carlo simulations.  



 

2.2 Dimension reduction approach 

Following next the dimension reduction/decoupling approach developed in [18], an auxiliary 

effective linear time-variant (LTV) oscillator corresponding to the i-th DOF can be defined as 

q岑 辿 髪 が叩探淡┸辿岫t岻q岌 辿 髪 ù叩探淡┸辿態 岫t岻q辿 噺 f辿岫t岻┸   i 噺 な┸ ┼ ┸ n辰誰脱┸                           岫など岻 

where the time-varying equivalent stiffness ù叩探淡┸辿態 岫t岻 and damping が叩探淡┸辿岫t岻 elements can be 

determined by equating the variances of the response displacement and velocity expressed utilizing 

the quasi-stationary FRF of Eq.(10) with the corresponding ones determined via Eqs.(8-9); this 

yields  

ぴ槌日態 岫t岻 噺 豹 峭 な岫ù叩探淡┸辿態 岫t岻 伐 ù態岻態 髪 岫が叩探淡┸辿岫t岻ù岻態嶌 著
貸著 m辿態S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻dù┸              岫なな岻 

and 

ぴ槌岌 日態 岫t岻 噺 豹 ù態 峭 な岫ù叩探淡┸辿態 岫t岻 伐 ù態岻態 髪 岫が叩探淡┸辿岫t岻ù岻態嶌 著
貸著 m辿態S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻dù┻          岫なに岻 

Clearly, Eqs.(11) and (12) constitute a nonlinear system of two algebraic equations to be solved 

for the unknowns ù叩探淡┸辿態 岫t岻 and が叩探淡┸辿岫t岻. Further, relying primarily on the assumption of light 

damping, a stochastic averaging technique is applied for casting the second-order stochastic 

differential equation (SDE) of Eq.(10) into a first-order SDE [25,26] governing the evolution in 

time of the response amplitude process ゎ辿岫t岻 defined as  

ゎ辿態岫t岻 噺 q辿態岫t岻 髪 峭 q岌 辿岫t岻ù叩探淡┸辿岫t岻嶌態 ┻                                             岫なぬ岻 

Furthermore, associated with the above-mentioned first-order SDE is the Fokker-Planck partial 

differential equation governing the evolution of the non-stationary response amplitude PDF 



 

p岫ゎ辿┸ t岻 corresponding to the i-th degree of freedom. Next, the system non-stationary response 

amplitude ゎ辿 is assumed to follow a time-dependent Rayleigh distribution of the form [18,27] 

p岫ゎ辿┸ t岻 噺 ゎ辿ず辿岫t岻 exp 峭伐 ゎ辿態にず辿岫t岻嶌┻                                               岫なね岻 

Substituting Eq.(14) into the Fokker-Planck partial differential equation, yields a first-order 

ordinary differential equation of the form 

ず岌 辿岫t岻 噺 伐が叩探淡┸辿岫t岻ず辿岫t岻 髪 ぱS脱盤ù叩探淡┸辿岫t岻┸ t匪ù叩探淡┸辿態 岫t岻 ┸                                      岫なの岻 

to be solved via standard numerical integration schemes such as the Runge-Kutta; see also [26-

28]. Overall, it can be readily seen that the approximate analytical technique presented in section 

2 not only determines the original MDOF system response amplitude PDF p岫ゎ辿┸ t岻 for each and 

every DOF in an efficient manner by circumventing computationally demanding MC simulations, 

but also decouples the original system providing with effective time-varying stiffness and damping 

elements corresponding to the i-th DOF. The latter feature is especially important for a number of 

reasons such as determining peak system response estimates based on design spectrum compatible 

excitation power spectra [29], tracking and avoiding moving resonance phenomena [30], and 

developing efficient approximate techniques for determining nonlinear system survival 

probabilities and first-passage PDFs [31,32].  

Further, the herein considered damage states are expressed in terms of the inter-story drift ratio 

(IDR) that is defined as the difference of the horizontal displacements between two successive 

stories, normalized by the inter-story height h. Considering in the ensuing analysis the IDR 

amplitude A辿岫t岻, a direct transformation [33] of the response amplitude PDF p岫ゎ辿┸ t岻 yields the 

non-stationary IDR amplitude PDF in the form 



 

p岫A辿┸ t岻 噺 h態 A辿ず辿岫t岻 exp 峭伐 h態A辿態にず辿岫t岻嶌┻                                           岫なは岻 

Further, of particular interest from a reliability assessment perspective is the time instant where 

the IDR amplitude reaches its most critical value, i.e. p達嘆岫A辿岻 噺 p岫A辿┸ t 噺 t達嘆岻. In the following, 

this is assumed to be the time where ず辿岫t岻 reaches its peak value, and thus, the PDF of Eq.(16) 

takes its most broad-band form yielding higher failure probabilities. Specifically, the failure 

probability P辿 defined as the probability of exceeding various levels of damage げ鳥鎚 conditioned 

upon the peak ground acceleration (PGA), is expressed as 

P辿岷A辿岫t岻 半 げ鳥鎚 噺 げ弁PGA 噺 ゎ丹巽叩峅 噺 な 伐 豹 p達嘆盤A辿岫t岻弁PGA 噺 ゎ丹巽叩匪置
待 dA         岫なば岻 

Considering Eq.(16), and integrating analytically Eq.(17) yields   

P辿岷A辿岫t岻 半 げ鳥鎚 噺 げ弁PGA 噺 ゎ丹巽叩峅 噺 exp 峭伐 h態げ態にず辿岫t岻嶌┻                        岫なぱ岻 

It is deemed appropriate to note that in the herein proposed framework, only failure definitions of 

the form of Eq.(18) are considered, whereas incorporation of first-passage [31,32,34] kind failure 

criteria is identified as a topic of potential future work. 

3 SEISMIC LIFE-CYCLE COST EVALUATION  

The PBEE methodology serves as a potent stochastic framework for assessing the performance 

of engineering structural systems subject to various hazards via an appropriately defined decision 

variable. Following a standard PBEE framework, as proposed by the Pacific Earthquake 

Engineering Research (PEER) center [35,36], the evaluation of a decision variable typically 

depends on a number of analysis components such as (i) stochastic hazard analysis treating the 

uncertainty in the seismic input intensity measures (IMs); the seismic hazard is usually described 



 

by the annual probabilities of exceeding various levels of IMs, (ii) stochastic structural analysis 

associated with the uncertainty of the engineering demand parameter (EDP) used to monitor the 

structural response conditional on the IMs; the IDR is a commonly selected EDP for building 

structures, (iii) stochastic damage analysis relating the EDPs to damage states, which in turn 

describe the generated damage, and (iv) stochastic loss analysis reflecting the effect of the 

underlying uncertainties on a quantifiable decision variable. 

The uncertainty in seismic ground motions is normally described in terms of the probability 

distribution of a seismic intensity measure, such as the peak ground acceleration (PGA). In this 

regard, the seismic hazard is presented as a mean seismic hazard curve H岫ゎ丹巽叩岻, which provides 

the annual probability of exceeding specified levels of PGA [37]; that is, 

H盤ゎ丹巽叩匪 噺 P範PGA 半 ゎ丹巽叩飯┻                                                     岫なひ岻 

In various PBEE studies [9,10] as well as in the ensuing analysis, discrete damage states are 

considered. The non-stationary IDR amplitudes A辿岫t岻 serve as global EDPs while the employed 

relationship between the EDP and the damage states, provided herein for illustration purposes, is 

based on the work by Ghobarah [38] related to ductile reinforced concrete (RC) moment resisting 

frames (see Table. 1). Note that IDR constitutes one of the most reliable measures of structural 

damage due to its close relationship to plastic rotation demands for individual beam-column 

connection assemblies. Typically, the damage states for reliability analysis purposes are defined 

in terms of the overall inelastic deformation or the maximum inter-story drift of the structural 

system [4]. 

  



 

Damage State Inter-Story Drift (%)  Cost (% Cin) 

(I)-None  ど┻ど 判 IDR托叩淡 隼 ど┻な 0 

(II)-Slight ど┻な 判 IDR托叩淡 隼 ど┻に 0.5 

(III)-Light ど┻に 判 IDR托叩淡 隼 ど┻ね 5 

(IV)-Moderate ど┻ね 判 IDR托叩淡 隼 な┻ど 20 

(V)-Heavy な┻ど 判 IDR托叩淡 隼 な┻ぱ 45 

(VI)-Major な┻ぱ 判 IDR托叩淡 隼 ぬ┻ど 80 

(VII)-Destroyed ぬ┻ど 判 IDR托叩淡 100  

Table 1. Damage states, Inter-story drift limits and associated costs. 

Further, the seismic fragility curves serving as a quantitative tool of the structure vulnerability 

are evaluated for various damage levels. Specifically, the seismic fragility curves are efficiently 

determined by simply integrating the critical non-stationary response IDR amplitude PDF p達嘆岫A辿岻 

for the time instant t達嘆; see Eqs.(16-17). In this regard, the probability of the i–th DOF exceeding 

various levels of damage given a specified PGA value, i.e. P辿岷A辿岫t岻 半 げ鳥鎚 噺 げ弁PGA 噺 ゎ丹巽叩峅, can 

be efficiently computed via Eq.(18).  

Notably, the fragility curves corresponding to each and every DOF for various damage levels 

are determined at a minimum computational cost via Eq.(18). Next, considering the i-th DOF of 

the MDOF system, the annual probability of exceeding a given state of damage can be defined as  

P辿┸叩 噺 豹 P辿範A辿岫t岻 半 げ鳥鎚 噺 げ弁PGA 噺 ゎ丹巽叩飯 嶐dH盤ゎ丹巽叩匪dゎ丹巽叩 嶐 dゎ丹巽叩┻                      岫にど岻 

In the current study, the earthquake occurrence is assumed to follow a Poisson process [39]. 

Further, the expected value of the life-cycle cost (LCC) due to seismic hazard can be expressed in 

the form 

E範�CC盤A辿岫景┸ 憩岻匪飯 噺 な膏劇鳥 岫な 伐 exp 岫伐膏劇鳥岻岻 抜 ┼ 



 

布 布 岾伐C鱈 峙ln 岾な 伐 P辿┸鐸凍岫A辿岫t岻 伴 げ鱈岻峇 伐 ln 岾な 伐 P辿┸鐸凍岫A辿岫t岻 伴 げ鱈袋怠岻峇峩峇┸                        岫にな岻樽凍棟
鱈退怠

樽凍搭唐
辿退怠  

where n辰坦 is the total number of damage states considered; n辰誰脱 is the number of degrees of 

freedom of the MDOF system, 膏 is a constant discount rate/year, 劇鳥 is the design life of the 

structure, C鱈 is the cost associated with the m-th damage state, given in Table.1 as a percentage 

of the initial cost; P辿┸鐸凍 refers to the i-th DOF and represents the 劇鳥-year probability of exceeding 

the m-th damage state given by the expression 

P辿┸鐸凍 噺 な 伐 exp盤伐P辿┸叩劇鳥匪┻                                                         岫にに岻 

Furthermore, it is assumed that the structure is restored to its initial undamaged state after each 

earthquake occurrence and losses due to fatalities and building downtime are ignored. 

The fact that this study involves damage costs makes it important to consider all degrees of 

freedom, as opposed to only the critical component that is usually employed in PBEE studies 

[4,9,10]. Considering cases where the roof drift is employed as an EDP, the corresponding damage 

analysis cannot account for the distribution of damage along the height of the structure, or take 

into account soft stories phenomena [38]. Further, in many studies in the literature, the adoption 

of the maximum value of the induced inter-story drifts as an EDP leads to a subsequent stochastic 

damage analysis based on information corresponding to a specific story only. Thus, information 

regarding the response behavior of the rest of the stories and their contribution to damage is 

disregarded. 

Overall, in the herein proposed life-cycle cost formulation the expected value of the seismic 

losses given by Eq.(21) serves as the decision variable, whereas the attribute of considering 券鳥墜捗 

EDPs is expected to better account for the system overall performance in the formulation of the 



 

multi-objective optimization problem in the following section.  

4 MULTI-OBJECTIVE DESIGN PROBLEM FORMULATION 

In the field of structural system optimization, most often several conflicting objectives need to 

be treated simultaneously. In this regard, a multi-objective optimization problem is formulated 

yielding a compromise between various objective functions. A general stochastic multi-objective 

optimization formulation for the determination of a vector 景 of design variables to minimize a 

vector of objective functions takes the form 

min景樺第 釧岫景岻┸                                                                        岫にぬ岻 

where 

釧岫景岻 噺 範f炭辿樽辰岫景岻飯 噺 範f怠辿樽辰岫景岻┸ ┼ ┸ f樽誰但棚辿樽辰 岫景岻飯┸ z 噺 な┸ ┼ ┸ n誰但棚 
景 噺 範x棚飯 噺 岷x怠┸ x態┸ ┼ x樽凍湯峅鐸┸ j 噺 な┸ ┻ ┻ n辰旦┸ 景 樺 D┸                                  岫にね岻 

subject to system response level constraints of the form 

屑岫景岻 噺 範g丹辿樽辰岫景岻飯 噺 範g怠辿樽辰岫景岻┸ ┼ ┸ g樽達誰樽辿樽辰 岫景岻飯 判 ど┸ p 噺 な┸ ┼ ┸ n達誰樽 ┻                  岫にの岻 

The superscript (ind) denotes the nature of the objective function or constraint which in turn is 

indicated by the subscripts (obj) and (con) respectively. In the case of a stochastic objective 

function m脱当坦担誰達竪岫景岻 and ぴ脱当坦担誰達竪岫景岻 are employed. m脱当坦担誰達竪岫景岻 and ぴ脱当坦担誰達竪岫景岻 are the maximum over 

time non-stationary values of the mean and standard deviation of the objective function f炭 

respectively, evaluated at the design variables vector 景; f炭辰奪担岫景岻 is a deterministic objective 

function evaluated at the design variables vector 景; in case of a stochastic response constraint, m巽東坦担誰達竪岫景岻, づ巽東坦担誰達竪岫景岻 and ぴ巽東坦担誰達竪岫景岻 stand for the maximum over time non-stationary values of the 

mean, mode and standard deviation of the response function g丹 respectively, evaluated at the 



 

design variables vector 景; g丹辰奪担岫景岻 is a deterministic response level constraint evaluated at the 

design variables vector 景; and 屑岫景岻 is the vector of the constraint functions of the optimization 

problem under consideration. D is a given set that contains the boundary constraints for the vector 

of design variables 景. 

Further, a weighted linear combination of the aforementioned quantities, which is the case in 

most practical applications [21], is considered in the herein work as well. In this regard, a single 

parameterized objective function 釧岫景岻 under several optimization runs with different parameter 

settings is responsible for the generation of the Pareto optimal set [40], i.e.  

釧岫景岻 噺 布 蕃拳禎┸汀嫌禎┸汀 m脱島坦担誰達竪岫景岻 髪 拳蹄┸汀嫌蹄┸汀 ぴ脱島坦担誰達竪岫景岻否樽搭党宕棟盗搭冬塘
谷退怠 髪 布 蕃拳津嫌津 f樽辰奪担岫景岻否樽搭党宕凍刀盗

樽退怠 ┸              岫には岻  
where 拳禎┸汀, 拳蹄┸汀 are weights and 嫌禎┸汀, 嫌蹄┸汀 are scale factors for the mean and standard deviation 

of the stochastic objective components f谷坦担誰達竪岫景岻, k 噺 な┸ ┼ ┸ n誰但棚坦担誰達竪; 拳津 and 嫌津 are the weight and 

scale factor of the deterministic objective components f樽辰奪担岫景岻┸ n 噺 な┸ ┼ ┸ n誰但棚辰奪担. Regarding the 

weighting factors 拳 the following normalization is employed 

布 w炭 噺 な┻樽搭党宕
炭退怠                                                                   岫にば岻 

The weighting factors can be adjusted appropriately, according to the importance of each objective 

and therefore the trade-off between the objectives can be readily studied. Any combination of the 

weighting factors corresponds to a single Pareto optimal solution [9,10,21]. Thus, by performing 

a set of optimization processes utilizing various weighting factors combinations it is possible to 

generate the full set of the Pareto optimal solutions. 

Since the generation of the Pareto optimal set involves performing a number of optimization 



 

procedures, the selection of an optimization algorithm with considerable advantages specifically 

tailored to meet the characteristics of the herein problem formulation is of particular importance. 

Specifically, an outer loop that systematically varies the weighting factors of the parameterized 

objective function and an inner loop that features a standard genetic algorithm based optimization 

process are utilized for solving the multi-objective optimization problem. Regarding genetic 

algorithms, they belong to the class of Evolutionary algorithms and they appear to be quite robust 

in the sense that they are less vulnerable to being trapped in local optima; and thus, more likely to 

obtain the global optimum for a non-convex constrained optimization problem [41]. 

5 NUMERICAL APPLICATION 

5.1 Three-story Bouc-Wen hysteretic building structure 

In this section, the proposed methodology is applied to a 3-story reinforced concrete building 

which is modeled as a nonlinear/hysteretic 3-DOF structural system subject to evolutionary 

stochastic earthquake excitations. All floors are assumed to be rigid and have a constant height 

equal to 3m, whereas the masses of the plates are considered to be constant for all floors with a 

value m丹狸叩担奪 噺 ぬ┻の 抜 など替kg. A Young’s modulus of E 噺 ぬど 抜 など苔Pa and mass density of び 噺に┸の 抜 など戴kg【m戴 are considered herein. Columns’ cross-section dimensions for a given floor are 

assumed to be equal, and thus, the vector of design variables 景 has one component for every story, 

i.e. the width of the cross-section.  



 

 
Figure 1. A general nonlinear/hysteretic MDOF structural system. 

The nonlinearity is assumed to be in the form of the Bouc-Wen hysteretic model [42]. In this 

regard, considering inter-story drifts q辿 (q辿 噺 x辿 伐 x辿貸怠┸ i 噺 な┸ ┼ ┸ n辰誰脱) as well as the additional 

states z辿, the 3-DOF nonlinear structural system is governed by Eq.(1) where 

恵桑 噺 岫q怠 q態 q戴 z怠 z態 z戴岻                                                          岫にぱ岻 

轡 噺 釆轡層層 轡層匝轡匝層 轡匝匝挽┸                                                               岫にひ岻 

where 

轡層層 噺 煩m怠 ど どm態 m態 どm戴 m戴 m戴晩┸                                                          岫ぬど岻 

and 

轡層匝 噺 轡匝層 噺 轡匝匝 噺 煩ど ど どど ど どど ど ど晩┻                                                 岫ぬな岻 

沓 噺 釆沓層層 沓層匝沓匝層 沓匝匝挽┸                                                                岫ぬに岻 

where 



 

沓層層 噺 煩ak怠 伐ak態 どど ak態 伐ak戴ど ど   ak戴 晩┸                                                     岫ぬぬ岻 

沓層匝 噺 崛岫な 伐 a岻k怠 伐岫な 伐 a岻k態    どど    岫な 伐 a岻k態 伐岫な 伐 a岻k戴ど    ど    岫な 伐 a岻k戴崑┸                                    岫ぬね岻 

and 

沓匝層 噺 沓匝匝 噺 煩ど ど どど ど どど ど ど晩┻                                                          岫ぬの岻 

In Eqs.(33-34) the parameter a stands for the rigidity ratio and can be viewed as a form of post-

yield to pre-yield stiffness ratio 岫a 噺 な corresponds to the linear system岻. Further, the damping 

matrix of the structural system 察 takes the form 

隅 噺 釆隅層層 隅層匝隅匝層 隅匝匝挽┸                                                                 岫ぬは岻 

where 

隅層層 噺 c待 ゲ 沓層層┸                                                                  岫ぬば岻 

隅層匝 噺 隅匝層 噺 煩ど ど どど ど どど ど ど晩┸                                                        岫ぬぱ岻 

and 

隅匝匝 噺 煩な ど どど な どど ど な晩┻                                                               岫ぬひ岻 

In Eq.(37) c待 is taken equal to ど┻に 抜 など貸態. Next, the loading vector becomes 

釧岫t岻鐸 噺 岫f怠岫t岻 f態岫t岻 f戴岫t岻 ど ど ど岻┸                                              岫ねど岻 



 

and 

傾岫恵┸ 恵岌 岻桑 噺 盤ど ど ど 伐 g怠岫q岌 怠┸ z怠岻  伐 g態岫q岌 態┸ z態岻  伐 g戴岫q岌 戴┸ z戴岻匪┻                    岫ねな岻 

In the Bouc-Wen model the additional state z辿 is associated with the inter-story drift q辿 via the 

nonlinear differential equation 

z岌 辿 噺 g辿岫q岌 辿┸ z辿岻┸                                                               岫ねに岻 

where 

g辿岫q岌 辿┸ z辿岻 噺 伐ぐ】q岌 辿】z辿】z辿】樽貸怠 伐 がq岌 辿】z辿】樽 髪 そq岌 辿┻                              岫ねぬ岻 

In Eq.(43) the parameters ぐ┸ が┸ そ and 券 are capable of representing a wide range of hysteresis loops 

[42]. The values a 噺 ど┻なの, が 噺 ぐ 噺 ど┻の, n 噺 な and A 噺 な are considered herein. Next, the 

equivalent linear matrices take the form [1,3] 

隅祁恵 噺 釆隅祁恵層層 隅祁恵層匝隅祁恵匝層 隅祁恵匝匝挽┸                                                          岫ねね岻 

where 

隅祁恵層層 噺 隅祁恵層匝 噺 隅祁恵匝匝 噺 煩ど ど どど ど どど ど ど晩┸                                           岫ねの岻 

and 

 隅祁恵匝層 噺 崛c奪単怠 ど どど c奪単態 どど ど c奪単戴崑┻                                                   岫ねは岻 

沓祁恵 噺 釆沓祁恵層層 沓祁恵層匝沓祁恵匝層 沓祁恵匝匝挽┸                                                       岫ねば岻 

where 



 

沓祁恵層層 噺 沓祁恵層匝 噺 沓祁恵匝層 噺 煩ど ど どど ど どど ど ど晩┸                                        岫ねぱ岻 

and 

 沓祁恵匝匝 噺 崛k奪単怠 ど どど k奪単態 どど ど k奪単戴崑┻                                               岫ねひ岻 

Furthermore, the elements c奪単套 and k奪単套 are given by the expressions 

c奪単套 噺 俵にぱ 琴欽欽
欣ぐ E岫q溺岌 z辿岻謬E岫q溺岌 態岻 髪 が紐E岫z辿態岻筋禽禽

禁 伐 A ┸                                   岫のど岻 

and 

k奪単套 噺 俵にぱ 峪ぐ謬E岫q溺岌 態岻 髪 が E岫q溺岌 z辿岻紐E岫z辿態岻崋┸                                               岫のな岻 

respectively. Regarding the excitation EPSD S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻, it is assumed to have the separable form 

S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻 噺 】g岫t岻】態S大沢岫ù岻┸                                                       岫のに岻 

where S大沢岫ù岻 represents a stationary process power spectral density and g岫t岻 denotes a time-

modulating function. The envelope function g岫t岻 is given by 

g岫t岻 噺 k盤e貸但迭担 伐 e貸但鉄担匪┸                                                          岫のぬ岻 

where b怠 噺 ど┻な and b態 噺 ど┻ぬ; k is a normalization constant so that g岫t岻鱈叩淡 噺 な, thus Eq.(52) has 

a uniform modulation. The widely used Kanai-Tajimi spectrum appropriately modified by Clough 

and Penzien [43] is considered for S大沢岫ù岻; that is, 



 

S大沢岫ù岻 噺 S待 岫ù【ù脱岻替岫な 伐 岫ù【ù脱岻態岻態 髪  ねど脱態岫ù【ù脱岻態 ù巽替 髪 ね岫ど巽岻態ù巽態ù態岫ù巽態 伐 ù態岻態 髪 ねど巽態ù巽態ù態           岫のね岻 

where S待 is the amplitude of the bedrock excitation spectrum, modeled as a white noise process; ど巽 and ù巽 are the damping factor of the soil and the fundamental natural frequency, respectively; 

and ど脱 and ù脱 are parameters describing the Clough-Penzien filter. The parameters values chosen 

are ど巽 噺 ど┻ば┸ ù巽 噺 に rad【 s┸  ど脱 噺 ど┻は┸ ù脱 噺 なに┻の rad【s. At this point, it is deemed appropriate to 

note that the proposed framework can readily address in a straightforward manner also cases where 

the excitation input is of the non-separable kind. Next, the duration of the earthquake excitation 建艇 

is taken equal to にどs. Note that in the ensuing analysis the following definition for the ゎ丹巽叩 is 

adopted; i.e., 

ゎ丹巽叩 噺 E範max盤弁ゎ岑 巽岫t岻弁匪飯┸      ど 判 建 判 建艇                                     岫のの岻 

Thus, to provide with a mapping between the ゎ丹巽叩 and the modulated Clough-Penzien 

excitation spectrum intensity factor S待, several MCS are conducted for various S待 values via the 

spectral representation approach [44]. For each ensemble of excitation realizations Eq.(55) is 

applied for determining the value ゎ丹巽叩 that corresponds to the given S待. In this manner, repeating 

this process for various values of S待 the relationship S待岫ゎ丹巽叩岻 depicted in Fig.(2) is obtained.  

 



 

Figure 2. Mapping between the S待岫ゎ丹巽叩岻 of the excitation spectrum and ゎ丹巽叩. 

In Fig.(3), the EPSD of S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻 is plotted for S待 噺 ど┻のはひに m態【s戴 which corresponds to an 

acceleration of the earthquake input ゎ丹巽叩 equal to ど┻ぬねg according to the definition of Eq.(55).  

 

 

Figure 3. Clough-Penzien Evolutionary Power Spectral Density S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻. 

Note that the herein utilized Clough-Penzien spectrum has been widely used in earthquake 

engineering applications, also as an excitation power spectrum model compatible with the seismic 

design spectrum [29]. Next, the seismic hazard curve of Eq.(19) is expressed in the approximate 

form used in [37], i.e., 

H盤ゎ丹巽叩匪 噺 P範PGA 半 ゎ丹巽叩峅飯 噺 k待 抜 ゎ丹巽叩貸谷迭 ┸                                    岫のは岻 

where k待 噺 は┻ばぬね 抜 など貸泰 and k怠 噺 に┻ぱのば. Note that when dealing with the evaluation of the 

expected value of LCC (see Eq.(21)), and for the purpose of taking into account all possible 

earthquake scenarios a structure is anticipated to encounter during its lifetime, all seismic events 

with acceleration input ゎ丹巽叩 values between ど┻な and なg are considered. In this setting, a wide range 



 

of imposed seismic inputs ゎ丹巽叩 is regarded while neglecting those with ground acceleration less 

than ど┻なg that are not expected to cause significant damage to the structure. 

Further, approximate technique based data are compared with pertinent Monte Carlo simulation 

data utilizing 10,000 realizations. Specifically, excitation realizations compatible with the EPSD 

of Eq.(54) are generated based on the spectral representation technique [44]. Next, the nonlinear 

equation of motion (Eq.(1)) is numerically integrated via a standard fourth order Runge-Kutta 

scheme, and finally, system response statistics are obtained based on the ensemble of the response 

realizations. In this regard, to provide with an indicative order of magnitude for the computational 

cost involved, utilizing a laptop computer with standard configurations, the technique based on the 

Rayleigh approximation requires 4–5 min, whereas the MCS based system response EPSD 

estimation (10,000 time histories) requires 12–13 h, depending on the specific application. 

Indicatively, in Figs.(4a) and (4b), the non-stationary response IDR amplitude PDFs determined 

via the approximate technique are compared with corresponding MCS data for an initial design 

variables vector 景辿樽 噺 岷ど┻ぬどm┸ ど┻にのm┸ ど┻にどm峅鐸. The seismic excitation intensity level S待 is 

selected to yield a ゎ丹巽叩value equal to ど┻ぬねg; see Fig.(3). Note in passing that it can be argued that 

even in cases where the system response PDF deviates considerably from the Gaussian one, the 

magnitude of this discrepancy is reduced when referring to system response amplitude PDF. It can 

be readily seen that the proposed approximate stochastic dynamics technique demonstrates a 

satisfactory degree of accuracy. 



 

 
(a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 4. Non-stationary response IDR amplitude PDFs corresponding to the third story of the 

hysteretic MDOF structural system (a) via the analytical approach (b) Monte Carlo data (10,000 

realizations). 

Further, in Figs. (5a) and (5b) the most critical response IDR amplitude PDFs p達嘆岫A辿岻 噺p岫A辿┸ t 噺 t達嘆岻 are plotted for two distinct 景 design variables values and compared with MCS data 

demonstrating a reasonable degree of accuracy. 

 
(a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 5. Non-stationary response IDR amplitude PDF of every story of the hysteretic MDOF 

system; comparison with MCS (a) x辿樽 噺 岷ど┻ぬどm┸ ど┻にのm┸ ど┻にどm峅鐸and (b) x探但 噺岷ど┻ののm┸ ど┻ののm┸ ど┻ののm峅鐸. 

Comparing Figs.(5a) and (5b) it can be readily seen that a slightly higher level of accuracy is 

observed in Fig.(5b). To explain this, note that in Fig.(5b) the chosen design vector 景探但 which 

corresponds to an upper design bound with value 岷ど┻ののm┸ ど┻ののm┸ ど┻ののm峅鐸 yields a relatively 



 

stiffer structure than the one depicted in Fig.(5a), where  景辿樽 噺 岷ど┻ぬどm┸ ど┻にのm┸ ど┻にどm峅鐸. As 

pointed out in section 2 and explained in detail in [18,23,24] the approximation induced by 

considering Eq.(6) implies a relatively lower level of accuracy for “softer” systems. Nevertheless, 

as shown in Fig.(5a), even in cases where the technique deviates slightly from the exact value, it 

still provides with conservative estimates; thus, rendering itself well-suited for structural design 

applications. Clearly, the determination of response IDR amplitude PDFs efficiently is a key factor 

for the subsequent fragility and loss analysis as well as for conducting the optimization procedure 

of the proposed PBEE framework. 

Next, in Fig. (6) the fragility curves for each damage state are indicatively plotted for one story 

of the MDOF structural system; see Table 1.  

 
Figure 6. Fragility curves for the third story of the hysteretic MDOF structural system considering 

each damage state (x辿樽 噺 岷ど┻ぬどm┸ ど┻にのm┸ ど┻にどm峅鐸). 

5.2 Multi-objective Optimal Designs – Pareto Front Curves 

The objective function is defined as a weighted linear combination of the initial cost function 

and of the expected value of the life-cycle cost (LCC). Further, the response of the structural 

system is constrained in terms of the modes (i.e. most probable values) of the non-stationary 

response IDR amplitude PDFs of every DOF of the hysteretic MDOF system. The design variables 



 

are the dimensions of the square cross-section of the column elements. Columns’ cross-section 

dimensions for a given floor are assumed to be equal, and thus the vector of design variables 景 has 

three components, one for every story. Next, assuming an initial design 景辿樽 噺岷ど┻ぬどm┸ ど┻にのm┸ ど┻にどm峅鐸 and boundary constraints x辿辿樽 判 x辿 判 x辿探但┸ i 噺 な┸ ┼ ┸ n辰誰脱, where 景探但 噺岷ど┻ののm┸ ど┻ののm┸ ど┻ののm峅鐸 the optimization problem takes the form 

 min淡樺第岫釧岫景岻岻 噺  min淡樺第岫C辿樽 ┸ E岷�CC岫A辿岫景┸ 憩岻岻峅岻 ┸                                岫のば岻 

where the conflicting sub-objectives are normalized appropriately (see section 4) under the 

stochastic constraints 

疎形┸兄岫S誰茅 ┸ 景┸ 憩岻 噺 紐卦兄岫t岻h 判 塑辰坦宅辿鱈辿担 ┸                                                 岫のぱ岻 

and 

  創銚通掴┸沈岫S誰茅 ┸ 景┸ 憩岻┸鱈叩淡 判  創頂追┸挑   or   創銚通掴┸沈岫S誰茅 ┸ 景┸ 憩岻┸鱈辿樽 半  創頂追┸眺                     岫のひ岻 

and the deterministic constraint 

x辿 半 x辿袋怠 ┸   i 噺 な┸ ┼ ┸ n辰誰脱  ┻                                                      岫はど岻 

In Eq.(57) C辿樽岫景岻 stands for the initial cost which is assumed to be directly proportional to the 

building structure weight; this includes the weight of the column elements plus the weight of the 

plates evaluated at the design variables vector 景; E岷�CC岫A辿岫景┸ 憩岻岻峅 is the expected value of the life-

cycle cost, evaluated at the design variables vector 景. In Eq.(58) 疎形┸兄岫S誰茅 ┸ 景┸ 憩岻 is a vector of the 

modes of the non-stationary response IDR amplitude PDFs of every story of the hysteretic MDOF 

system for the whole duration 建艇 of the seismic excitation with intensity factor S誰茅 , evaluated at the 

design variables vector 景. The structure design service life T辰 is considered to be equal to fifty 

years while the discount ratio, 膏, is taken to be equal to ぬガ. Regarding the stochastic constraints 



 

of Eqs.(58) and (59) the critical excitation was selected to be the one with intensity factor S誰茅  

yielding an earthquake input ゎ丹巽叩 equal to ど┻ぬねg; see Fig(3). The rationale behind this choice lies 

in the fact that the above chosen value for ゎ丹巽叩 represents a relatively severe earthquake event 

which is characterized by a low annual probability of occurrence according to the selected seismic 

hazard curve; thus, highly appropriate for applying constraints considering safety issues [5,9]. In 

this setting, the imposed stochastic constraint of Eq.(58) ensures that the vector of the modes of 

the non-stationary response IDR amplitude PDFs of every story of the hysteretic structural system 

for the whole duration 建艇 of the seismic excitation with intensity factor S誰茅  will not exceed a 

preselected limit  塑辰坦宅辿鱈辿担 which is taken equal to ど┻にガ and corresponds to a specific damage state 

according to the defined IDR limits of Table 1. 

Further, regarding the constraint of Eq.(59), it exploits the time-varying effective stiffness ù叩探淡┸辿態 岫t岻 and damping が叩探淡┸辿岫t岻 elements, stemming from the efficient decoupling of the original 券-DOF system of Eq.(1) into 券 SDOF LTV oscillators of the form of Eq.(10). This important 

feature of the technique is exploited in the proposed formulation in the constraint of Eq.(59) for 

avoiding “moving resonance” phenomena [30]. In this regard, it facilitates the optimization 

process to avoid unnecessary optimal design searching in areas where surely optimal designs do 

not exist. Specifically, considering the quasi-stationary treatment of the LTV oscillator in Eq.(11), 

it can be reasonably argued that the maximum response variance of the original MDOF system 

occurs when the excitation EPSD S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻 resonates with the LTV oscillator equivalent natural 

frequency ù叩探淡┸辿岫t岻. Thus, to avoid this resonance phenomenon, the constraint of Eq.(59) is 

formulated so that ù叩探淡┸辿岫t岻 is kept outside a critical range in the frequency domain [ù頂追┸挑 ┸ ù頂追┸眺峅 
where the excitation EPSD S池岑 塔岫ù┸ t岻 takes its largest values. In this regard, the expression  



 

S池岑 塔┸杜岫創┸ t岻 判 ご 抜 S池岑 塔┸賭茅 岫創┸ t岻                                                    岫はな岻 

is adopted, where S池岑 塔┸杜岫創┸ t岻 is a selected EPSD value given as a percentage ご of the peak EPSD 

value S池岑 塔┸賭茅 岫創┸ t岻 corresponding to the time instant where 】g岫t岻】態 takes its peak value; see Figs.(3), 

(7a) and (7b). In this application, ご was taken equal to ばのガ.  

  
(a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 7. Depiction of the stochastic constraint for avoiding resonance phenomena. 

Note that the deterministic constraints of Eq.(60) ensure that the optimization procedure will 

provide applicable design solutions from a practical viewpoint. Further, the expected value of the 

total cost, the initial cost and the expected value of the life-cycle cost are related according to the 

following expression [6] 

E範C鐸誰担叩狸盤A辿岫景┸ 憩岻匪飯 噺 C辿樽岫景岻 髪  E範�CC盤A辿岫景┸ 憩岻匪飯 抜 C辿樽岫景岻┻                   岫はに岻 

The Pareto front curves obtained by compromise programming, utilizing the linear weighting 

method in a MATLAB's built-in genetic algorithm constraint optimization algorithm for both the 

expected value of the life-cycle cost and the total cost with respect to the initial cost are presented 

in Fig.(8). 



 

 
Figure 8. Pareto front curves for the expected values of LCC and Total cost. 

Each solution of the Pareto front curves constitutes an applicable design configuration 

compromising the conflicting sub-objectives of the problem while respecting the imposed 

stochastic and deterministic constraints. Next, to highlight the flexibility of the proposed 

methodology, the compromise design solution exhibiting the lowest expected value of the total 

cost, as well as the ones corresponding to the two tails (Fig.(8)) are presented in Table 2.  

Designs x(m) Cin(x) E岷�CC岫A辿岫景┸ 憩岻岻峅 E範C鐸誰担叩狸盤A辿岫景┸ 憩岻匪飯 
Design A 1st 

2nd 

3rd 

0.3892 

0.3701 

0.3294 

 な┻などひの 抜 など泰 

 

 なば┻ななどぬ 抜 など貸態 

 

 な┻にひひぬ 抜 など泰 

Design B 1st 

2nd 

3rd 

0.4750 

0.4749 

0.3981 

 な┻なねなの 抜 など泰 

 な┻なぬどに 抜 など貸態 

 な┻なのねね 抜 など泰 

Design C 1st 

2nd 

3rd 

0.5492 

0.5489 

0.5471 

 な┻なぱのぬ 抜 など泰 

 の┻のひどな 抜 など貸替 

 な┻なぱはど 抜 など泰 

Table 2. Pareto optimal designs configurations A, B and C. 

Note that the tail designs (i.e. Designs A and C) correspond to the single-objective optimal 

designs where the building structure weight and the life-cycle cost were used as the objective 

functions respectively. Clearly, design configuration A is more susceptible to future seismic 



 

excitations, thus it presents the highest expected value of life-cycle cost (Table 2). Further, 

considering the herein formulation of the multi-objective optimization problem, the Pareto optimal 

design B consists perhaps the most rational design configuration. However, the implementation of 

the Pareto technique allows the designer/analyst to possess a considerable amount of information 

for any compromise solution configuration, rather than being limited to a unique optimal solution. 

This is of particular importance for an educated decision-making analysis where the final optimal 

design will be the compromise solution that best balances the initial cost, the life-cycle cost, and 

the total cost according to the project stakeholders’ perspective. 

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper, a performance-based multi-objective design optimization framework considering 

life-cycle cost has been developed for nonlinear/hysteretic multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) 

structural systems subject to evolutionary stochastic excitations.  

In the core of the stochastic structural analysis component of the proposed framework lies an 

efficient approximate dimension reduction technique for determining the non-stationary system 

response amplitude probability density functions (PDFs) based on the concepts of statistical 

linearization and of stochastic averaging; thus, computationally intensive Monte Carlo simulations 

are circumvented. The important additional output of yielding time-varying effective stiffness ù叩探淡┸辿態 岫t岻 and damping が叩探淡┸辿岫t岻 elements is sufficiently exploited through the proposed framework 

by introducing constraints for avoiding “moving resonance” phenomena. Note that excitations 

with arbitrary non-separable EPSD forms that exhibit strong variability in both the intensity and 

the frequency content can be readily accounted for through the presented framework. 

In this regard, considering appropriately defined damage measures structural system related 

fragility curves for each story are determined at a low computational cost as well. Finally, the 



 

structural system design optimization problem is formulated as a multi-objective one to be solved 

by a genetic algorithm based approach; thus, various compromise solutions are obtained providing 

the designer with enhanced flexibility regarding decision-making analysis. A building structure 

comprising the versatile Bouc-Wen (hysteretic) model serves as a numerical example for 

demonstrating the efficiency of the proposed methodology. Note that the proposed framework can 

be applied in a straightforward manner to address cases of more sophisticated hysteretic modeling 

as well (e.g. enhanced Bouc-Wen, and Preisach models). However, the framework is limited to 

nonlinear/hysteretic modeling/functions for which equivalent linear elements can be determined 

via a statistical linearization approach. 
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